Research and development of mobile communications systems require a detailed analysis and evaluation of novel technologies to further enhance spectral efficiency, connectivity and reliability. Due to the exponentially increasing demand of mobile broadband data rates and challenging requirements for latency and reliability, mobile communications specifications become increasingly complex to support ever more sophisticated techniques. For this reason, analytic analysis as well as measurement based investigations of link level methods soon encounter feasibility limitations. Therefore, computer aided numeric simulation is an important tool for investigation of wireless communications standards and is indispensable for analysis and developing future technologies. In this contribution, we introduce the Vienna 5G Link Level Simulator, a Matlab-based link level simulation tool to facilitate research and development of 5G and beyond mobile communications. Our simulator enables standard compliant setups according to 4G Long Term Evolution, 5G new radio and even beyond, making it a very flexible simulation tool. Offered under an academic use license to fellow researchers it considerably enhances reproducibility in wireless communications research. We give a brief overview of our simulation platform and introduce unique features of our link level simulator in more detail to outline its versatile functionality.
Introduction
Link level measurements, analysis and simulation are fundamental tools in the development of novel wireless communication systems, each offering its own unique benefits. Measurements provide the basis for channel modeling and are thus a prerequisite of analysis and simulations. Furthermore, measurement-based experiments present the ultimate performance benchmark of any transceiver architecture and are therefore indispensable in the system development cycle. However, performing measurements is very costly, time consuming and hard to adapt to specific communication scenarios; hence, their application is commonly kept at a necessary minimum. Compared to that, link level simulations facilitate rapid prototyping and comparison of competing technologies, enabling to gauge the potential of such technologies early on in the research and development process. A big advantage of analytic investigations is their potential to reveal pivotal relationships amongst key parameters of a sys-* Correspondence: spratsch@nt.tuwien.ac.at 1 Christian Doppler Laboratory for Dependable Wireless Connectivity for the Society in Motion Full list of author information is available at the end of the article tem; yet, analytic tractability often requires application of restrictive assumptions and simplifications, limiting the value of analytic results under realistic conditions. To investigate highly complex systems, such as wireless transceivers, and to efficiently evaluate the performance of novel technologies, link level simulations are thus often the preferred method of choice, enabling the incorporation of realistic and practical constraints/restrictions, which in many cases significantly alter the picture drawn by purely analytic investigations. Nevertheless, only by complementing measurements, analysis and simulations it is possible to reap the benefits of all three approaches.
In this paper, we present the newest member of our suite of Vienna Cellular Communications Simulators (VCCS): the Vienna 5G link level (LL) Simulator. Our mobile communications research group at the Institute of Telecommunications at TU Wien has a long and successful history of developing and sharing standardcompliant cellular communications simulators under an academic use license, with the goal of enhancing reproducibility in wireless communications academic research [1, 2] . The implementation of our work-horse arXiv:1806.03929v1 [eess.SP] 11 Jun 2018 of the past nine years, that is, the Vienna LTE Simulators [3] , started back in 2009, leading to three reliable standard compliant LTE simulators: a downlink system level simulator [4, 5] and two link level simulators, one for uplink [6] and one for downlink [7] . Today the Vienna LTE Simulators count more than 50 000 downloads in total. Even though the path of 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) towards 5G is largely based on Long Term Evolution (LTE), we soon recognized that evolving our LTE simulators towards 5G is not straightforward due to a lack of flexibility of the simulation platform in terms of implementation and functionality. Mobile communications within 5G is expected to support much more heterogeneous and versatile use cases, such as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine-type communication (mMTC) or ultra-reliable and low-latency communication (uRLLC), as compared to 4G. Furthermore, a multitude of novel concepts and contender technologies within 5G, e.g., full-dimension/massive MIMO beamforming [8, 9, 10] , mixed numerology multicarrier transmission [11, 12] , non-orthogonal multiple access [13, 14] , and transmission in the millimeter wave (mmWave) band [15, 16] , requires careful identification, abstraction and modeling of key parameters that impact the performance of the system. We therefore decided to rather invest the required implementation effort into new simulators to extend our VCCS simulator suite and to evolve to the next generation of mobile communications with dedicated 5G link and system level simulators.
The Vienna 5G LL Simulator focuses on the physical layer (PHY) of the communication system. Correspondingly, the scope is on point-to-point simulations of the transmitter-receiver chain (channel coding, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) processing, multicarrier modulation, channel estimation, equalization,...) supporting a broad range of simulation parameters. Nevertheless, multi-point communications with a small number of transmitters and receivers are possible (limited only by computational complexity) to simulate, e.g., multi-point precoding techniques [17] , rate splitting approaches [18] , interference alignment concepts [19] . The transmission of signals over wireless channels thereby is implemented up to the individual signal samples and thus provides a very high level of detail and accuracy.
The Vienna 5G LL Simulator models the shared data channels of both, uplink and downlink transmissions, that is, the physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH) and the physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH). The simulator is implemented in Matlab utilizing object oriented programming methods and its source code is available for download under an academic use license [2] ; hence, we attempt to continue our successful approach of facilitating reproducible research with this unifying simulation platform. The simulator allows for (and includes) parameter settings that lead to standard compliant systems, including LTE as well as 5G. Yet, the versatile functionality of the simulator provides the opportunity to go far beyond standard compliant simulations, enabling, e.g., the evaluation of a cornucopia of different combinations of PHY settings as well as the co-existence investigation of candidate 5G technologies. The Vienna 5G LL Simulator acts in close orchestration with its sibling the Vienna 5G system level (SL) Simulator: the LL simulator is employed to determine the PHY abstraction models utilized on SL to facilitate computationally efficient simulation of large-scale mobile networks.
Scientific Contribution
Computer aided numerical simulations are a well established tool for analysis and evaluation of wireless communications systems. Hence, a number of commercial and academic link level simulators is offered online. Amongst these tools, our new Vienna 5G LL Simulator supports a variety of unique features as well as a highly flexible implementation structure that allows for easy integration of additional components. In this section, we provide an overview of existing similar simulation platforms and compare them to our new simulator. We thereby restrict to academic tools that are, as our simulator, available for free, and leave aside commercial simulators. Further, we point out the distinct features offered by the Vienna 5G LL Simulator and thereby state our scientific contribution.
Related Work -Existing Simulation Tools
With each new wireless communications standard, the need for simulation emerges. This is necessary for the evaluation, comparison and further research as well as the development of communication schemes, specified within a certain standard. The existence of various simulation tools for the PHY of LTE, such as [20, 21] or the Vienna LTE-A LL Simulator [7, 6, 3] , developed by our research group, supports this claim. These tools, however, are mainly based on 3GPP Release 8 to Release 10 and do not offer features and functionality specified and expected for 5G. There exist some commercial products, that is, link level simulators, that claim to support simulation of 5G scenarios. However, as we aim to support academic research also beyond the currently standardized features, we compare our Vienna 5G LL Simulator to other freely available academic simulators only. An overview of existing LL simulation tools is provided in Tab. 1.
The GTEC 5G LL Simulator is an open source link level simulator developed at the University of A Coruña [22] . It is based on Matlab and offers highly flexible implementation based on modules. By implementation of new modules, it is even possible to simulate different wireless communications standards, such as WiMAX or 5G. The current 5G module offers two PHY transmission waveforms, namely orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and filter-bank multicarrier (FBMC). Forward error correction channel coding is not supported. Further, this simulator focuses on single-link performance and does neither support multi-user nor multi-transmitter (multi base station (BS)) scenarios. Simulating inter-user interference (IUI) of non-orthogonal users, e.g., non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) or mixed numerology usecases, is not possible with this tool. A well known tool for simulation of communications networks is the ns-3 simulator [23] , which is the successor of the ns-2 simulator. Although this tool has to be understood as a set of open source modules forming a generic network simulator, there exists an LTE module [24] that allows to simulate 4G networks. Further, there exists a module [25, 26] that covers mmWave propagation aspects of 5G. Still, the main focus of the ns-3 simulator lies on network simulations. The mentioned LTE module models radio resources with a granularity of resource blocks and does not consider time signals on a sample basis, as our simulator does. Therefore, the ns-3 simulator does not provide the detailed level of PHY accuracy that distinguishes pure link level simulation tools from system and network level simulators, where a certain degree of physical layer abstraction is unavoidable to manage computational complexity.
The
OpenAirInterface is an open source platform offered by the Mobile Communications Department of EURECOM [27] . Currently the implementation is based on 3GPP Rel. 8 and supports only parts of later releases. The platform offers flexibility that allows for simulation of aspects of future mobile communications standards, such as cloud radio access network (RAN) or software defined networking. The simulation platform supports the simulation of the core network as well as the RAN and considers the complete protocol stack from the PHY to the network layer. It offers two modes for PHY emulation, where the more detailed mode even considers actual transmission of signals over emulated channels. Still, this simulator focuses on simulation of networks in terms of a complete protocol stack implementation. However, details of PHY transmissions, such as waveform, channel coding, numerology or reference signals for channel estimation and synchronization, are not considered.
Accurate LL simulations require sophisticated channel models that realistically represent practically relevant propagation environments. Since 5G introduces novel PHY technologies, such as, full-dimension MIMO and transmission in the mmWave band, also channel models need to be updated and revised. The modular implementation structure of our simulator supports easy integration of dedicated wireless channel models and emulators, such as [28] or [29, 30] .
Scientific Contribution and Novelty of our Simulator
The currently ongoing evolution from LTE towards 5G shows that LL simulations are still a very active research topic, since many different candidate RAN and PHY schemes need to be gauged and compared against each other. The Vienna 5G LL Simulator supports these needs and allows for a future-proof evaluation of PHY technologies due to its versatility. The simulator allows almost all PHY parameters to be chosen freely, such that any multi-carrier system can be simulated; specifically, by setting parameters according to standard specifications, it is possible to conduct standard-compliant simulation of LTE or 5G (we provide corresponding parameter files in the simulator package). Due to the modular structure and application of object oriented programming, further functionality, such as additional channel models, can easily be included.
Our LL simulator focuses on simulating PHY effects in a high level of detail. It considers the actual transmission of time signals over emulated wireless channels in a granularity of individual samples. This allows the detailed analysis of PHY schemes of current and future mobile communications systems, e.g., investigating the impact of the channel delay and Doppler spread on various PHY waveforms and numerologies (see Section 4.6).
The following specific aspects distinguish our Vienna 5G LL Simulator from the tools summarized in Section 2.1.
• PHY methods even beyond 5G: As mentioned above, the simulator supports standard-compliant simulation of the PDSCH/PUSCH of LTE and 5G by implementing the signal processing chains described in [31, 32] . Yet, simulation parameters of adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), MIMO processing and baseband multicarrier waveforms are not restricted to standard-compliant values. In addition, the modular simulator structure allows for easy integration of novel functionality, such as additional waveforms or modulation and coding schemes (MCSs), to investigate candidate technologies of future mobile communication systems.
As an example, we have implemented FBMC transmission to support comparison with the filtered/windowed OFDM-based waveforms considered within 5G standardizations (weighted overlap and add (WOLA), universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC), filtered OFDM (f-OFDM)). • Flexible numerology: As introduced by 3GPP for 5G, the concept of flexible numerology describes the possibility to adapt the time and frequency span of a resource element. This means, that the subcarrier spacing and the symbol duration of the multicarrier waveform are adaptable to support a variety of service requirements (latency, coverage, throughout), channel conditions (delay or Doppler spread) and carrier frequencies. As these parameters are freely adjustable in our simulator, effects of different numerologies are investigatable, even beyond the standardized range [32] . To summarize, the simulator enables comparison and optimization of numerologies of several multicarrier waveforms (see Section 4.2) in combination with various channel codes (see Section 4.1) under arbitrary channel conditions in terms of delay and Doppler spread. • Multi-link simulations: The Vienna 5G LL Simulator is capable of simulating multiple users and BSs (only restricted by computational complexity). Although analysis of large networks with a high number of users and BSs is not the goal of a link level simulation, this feature allows investigation of IUI. While this feature was not required for LTE's LL, since user signals within a cell were automatically orthogonal due to the application of OFDM with a fixed numerology, it is interesting in the context of 5G as users with different numerologies are not orthogonal anymore. The Vienna 5G LL Simulator enables the investigation of IUI in such mixed numerology use-cases.
Simulator Structure
In this section we provide a short general description of the Vienna 5G LL Simulator and a brief introduction of the simulator's structure. In addition to this overview, supplementary documents, such as a user manual as well as a detailed list of features, are provided on our dedicated simulator web page [2] . Link level simulations in most cases assume a fixed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the transmission link between transmitter and receiver. We slightly deviate from this common approach in our simulator, since we support multiple different waveforms that achieve different SNRs for a given total transmit power. Hence, rather than fixing the SNR, we fix the transmit and noise power and determine the SNR as a function of the applied waveform. Additionally, since we support multi-link transmissions, we introduce individual path loss parameters for these links, to enable controlling the SIR of the individual connections. However, in contrast to a SL simulator, we do not introduce a spatial network geometry to determine the path loss, but rather set the path loss as an input parameter of the simulator. The goal of LL simulations is to obtain results in terms of PHY performance metrics, such as throughput, bit error ratio (BER) or frame error ratio (FER), which are representative for the average system performance within the specified scenario. To this end, Monte Carlo simulations are carried out and results are averaged over a certain number of channel, noise and data realizations. To gauge the statistical significance of the obtained results, the simulator calculates the corresponding 95 percentile confidence intervals. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic processing and simulation steps applied by the simulator. The initial step is to specify and supply a scenario file to the simulator. The file contains all the information necessary for the simulation. Setting up a scenario begins with the specification of the network topology, that is, defining all the nodes and their associated connections in the network. The nodes take the role of either a BS or a user. Arbitrarily meshed connections between these nodes are supported. The connections can serve as downlink, uplink, or sidelink (device-to-device link). Furthermore, inter-and intra-cell interference is easily captured, as it only requires to establish the corresponding connections between the supposedly interfering nodes.
Every connection is represented in the simulator by a so-called link object. It is the most fundamental building block of the simulator and contains all the PHY functionality objects, such as, channel coding, modulation, MIMO processing, channel generation and estimation, channel state information (CSI) feedback calculation, etc. Moreover, the link object also contains the generated signals throughout the whole transceiver chain of the specific connection. After the network topology is specified, the next step in the scenario setup is to enter the transmission parameters. This covers the whole transmission chain, including the specification of the applied channel coding scheme, the multicarrier waveform, the applied channel model, as well as the equalizers and decoders employed by the receiver. Parameters can either be set locally for each link and node, or conveniently globally, in case all links and nodes use the same settings. Setting different parameters for different links enables coexistence investigations of multiple technologies; for example, one cell could be set up to operate with OFDM and turbo coding while the other cell uses FBMC with low-density parity-check (LDPC) coding. This allows to investigate the sensitivity w.r.t. out-ofcell interference of such systems. Notice, since signals are processed on a sample basis, the modeling of such interference is highly accurate.
Once the scenario file is ready, it gets loaded by the main script of the simulator, where the simulation is set up according to the input topology and parameters. The simulation is carried out on a frame-by-frame basis over a specified sweep parameter, such as the path loss, transmit power, or velocity [1] . Within the simula- [1] Please note, that the velocity determines the maximum Doppler shift of the user's channel. As there is no geometry in an LL simulator, the user has no physical position that changes over time.
tion, the simulator performs full down-and uplink operation of all specified transmission links, including the possibility to activate LTE compliant CSI feedback as well as link adaptation in terms of AMC and standardcompliant MIMO processing (see Section 4.4) . The results for all nodes in the form of throughput, FER, and BER versus the sweep parameter (e.g., SNR) are provided as simulator output. In addition to these aggregated results, the simulator also stores simulation results of individual frames, to support further postprocessing by the researcher. The overall procedure is optimized in such a way that the overhead of the exchanged information during the simulation is minimal, and the operations are executed efficiently. Moreover, parallelism can be enabled over the loop of the sweep parameter, which offers a substantial reduction in simulation time when run on multi-processor machines.
Features
In this section, we provide a more detailed description of the Vienna 5G LL Simulator. The main components and features are described, giving insights in the available versatile functionality. To highlight features, that make our LL simulator unique, we further provide and discuss results of exemplary simulations. All of these example scenarios are included with the simulator download package and are straightforward to reproduce.
Channel Coding
The first processing block in the transmission chain is channel coding, where error correction and detection capability is provided to the transmitted signal. The simulator supports the four coding schemes of convolutional, turbo, LDPC, and polar codes. These schemes were selected by 3GPP as the candidates for 5G, due to their excellent performance and low complexity stateof-the-art implementation. Tab. 2 summarizes the supported channel coding schemes and their corresponding decoding algorithms.
The turbo and convolutional codes are based on the LTE [33] standard, the LDPC code follows the 5G new radio (NR) [34] specifications, and for polar codes we currently use the custom construction in [35] concatenated with an outer cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code. This includes both the construction of the codes and also the whole segmentation and rate matching process as defined in the standards.
The decoding of convolutional and turbo codes is based on the log-domain BCJR algorithm [36] , that is, the Log-MAP algorithm, and its low complexity variants of MAX-Log-MAP [37] and Linear-Log-MAP [38] . For the LDPC code, the decoder employs the Sum-Product algorithm [39] , and its approximations of the Min-Sum [40] as well as the double piecewise linear PWL-Min-Sum [41] . The LDPC decoder utilizes a layered architecture where the column message passing schedule in [42] is applied. This allows for faster convergence in terms of the decoding iterations. As for polar codes, the decoder is based on the log-domain successive cancellation (SC) [43] , and its extensions of List-SC and CRC-aided List-SC [44] .
In the remainder of this section, we consider an example simulation on channel coding performance with short block length. The study of channel codes for short block lengths in combination with low code rates, is of interest in many applications. Typical examples are the control channels of cellular systems, and the 5G mMTC and uRLLC scenarios. Here, we investigate the aspects of such combination using convolutional, turbo, LDPC, and polar codes. In order to do that, we need to have a complete freedom in setting the parameters of the block length and code rate. Thanks to the modular structure of the simulator, we can use the channel coding object in a standalone fashion, thus eliminating the restrictions imposed by the other parts of the transmission chain, such as the number of scheduled resources or the target code rate for given channel conditions. Tab. 3 lists the simulation parameters of our setup. For the decoding iterations and list size, we employ relatively large values to maximize the performance of the decoding algorithm.
For the LDPC code, filler bits were added to the input block. This is necessary to compensate the mismatch between the chosen block length and the dimensions of the 5G NR parity check matrix. However, the addition of filler bits reduces the effective code rate, since it results in a longer output codeword. For this reason, we further puncture the output in such a way that the target length and code rate are met. This might have a negative impact on the performance of the LDPC code, as some parts of the codeword belong to the extra filler bits which are discarded after Figure 2 Simulation results for the channel coding example simulation. The FER performance for small block lengths is given. We compare convolutional, turbo, LDPC, and polar codes for a block length of 64 bits and a code rate of 1/6, operating over the AWGN channel with 4 QAM signaling.
decoding. Nonetheless, by following this procedure we guarantee that all the schemes are running with the same code rate. Fig. 2 shows the FER performance of the aforementioned coding schemes. It can be seen that the polar code has the best performance in such setup. Namely, at the FER of 10 −2 , the polar code is leading by 1 dB against the LDPC code, and by 1.5 dB against the turbo and convolutional codes. At the lower regime of the FER, the gap appears to get narrower. Still, the polar code remains the clear winner. This makes it an attractive choice for the scenarios of short block length. However, other factors which are not considered here, such as decoding latency or hardware implementation aspects, influence the choice of a coding scheme.
Modulation
According to the current 3GPP specifications related to the NR PHY design, equipment manufacturers are unconstrained in the choice of OFDM-based multicarrier waveforms [45] . Cyclic prefix OFDM (CP-OFDM) will be the baseline multicarrier transmission scheme applied in 5G. However, to reduce out of band (OOB) emissions and improve spectral confinement, manufacturers are free to add windowing or filtering on top of CP-OFDM. Our simulator offers the versatility to support various multicarrier waveforms. Besides OFDM-based waveforms, such as, CP-OFDM, WOLA, UFMC, f-OFDM, we additionally support FBMC as a promising candidate for the next generations beyond 5G [46] . In the following we provide a brief description of each waveform supported by our simulator. The Table 3 The simulation parameters of the channel coding for short block lengths example. Three different channel codes are compared for the same short block length. 
Cyclic Prefix OFDM
Proposed in the downlink of the current LTE system, CP-OFDM is currently the most prominent multicarrier waveform, since it is the standardized waveform not only of LTE downlink, but also for WiFi 802.11 [48] . It assumes a rectangular pulse of duration T = T OFDM + T CP at the transmitter, where T OFDM is the useful symbol duration and T CP is the length of CP. This pulse shape enables very efficient implementation by means of an IFFT at the transmitter side and an FFT at the receiver side. Unfortunately, the rectangular pulse also causes high OOB emissions. By applying a CP the scheme avoids intersymbol interference (ISI) and preserves orthogonality between subcarriers in the case of highly frequency selective channels. This simplifies equalization in frequency-selective channels, enabling the use of simple one-tap equalizers, but reduces the spectral efficiency at the same time due to the CP overhead.
Weighted Overlap and Add
WOLA extends OFDM by applying signal windowing in the time domain [49] . Unlike conventional OFDM, which employs a rectangular prototype pulse, WOLA applies a window that smooths the edges of the rectangular pulse, improving spectrum utilization. The window shape is based on the (root) raised cosine function determined by a roll-off factor that controls the windowing function. Due to this windowing function, consecutive WOLA symbols overlap in time. This effect is compensated for by extending the length of the CP.
In that way the scheme preserves the orthogonality of symbols and subcarriers, but it increases the overhead of the CP and therefore reduces the spectral efficiency compared to OFDM. At the receiver side, windowing in combination with an overlap and add operation further reduces IUI [46] .
Universal Filtered Multicarrier
As an alternative to windowing, filtering can be applied to OFDM waveforms to reduce out-of-band emissions. UFMC employs subband-wise filtering of OFDM and is therefore an applicable waveform for 5G NR [50] . Compared to OFDM, UFMC provides better suppression of side lobes and supports more efficient utilization of fragmented spectrum. In our simulator, we follow the transceiver structure proposed in [51, 50] . At the transmitter side we apply a subband-wise IFFT, generating the transmit signal in time domain. In order to reduce OOB emissions we apply filtering on a set of contiguous subcarriers, so called subbands. There are several criteria for the filer design. In our simulator, we employ the Dolph-Chebyshev filter since it maximizes the side lobe attenuation [52] ; however, other filters can easily be implemented. UFMC employs a ZP in order to avoid ISI on time dispersive channels, although there are only minor differences compared to the utilization of a CP [53] . To restore the cyclic convolution property similar to CP-OFDM, which enables low-complexity FFT-based equalization, the tail of the receveid signal is added to its beginning at the receiver side.
Filtered OFDM
Very similar to UFMC is f-OFDM; however, unlike UFMC, which applies filtering on a chunk of consecutive subcarriers, f-OFDM includes a much larger number of subcarriers which are generally associated to different use cases [54] . f-OFDM employs filtering at both, transmitter and receiver side. If the total CP length is longer than the combined filter lengths, the scheme restores orthogonality in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Hence, compared to CP-OFDM, the CP length is generally longer and thus the overhead is increased. However, in order to keep the overhead at a minimum, the method usually allows a small amount of self-interference. The introduced interference is controlled by the filter length and the CP length. Currently our simulator supports a filter based on a sinc pulse which is multiplied by a Hanning window, yet any other filter can easily be incorporated.
Filter-Bank Multicarrier
Although 3GPP decided that FBMC will not be employed in 5G, it still has many advantages compared to OFDM and is thus a viable candidate for the next generations beyond 5G. One of the most significant advantage is the low OOB emission. However, narrow subcarrier filters in the frequency domain imply overlapping of symbols in the time domain. FBMC does not achieve complex-valued orthogonality, but only orthogonality of real-valued signals. Nevertheless, in combination with offset-QAM, the same spectral efficiency as in OFDM can be achieved. Additionally, in the case of doubly-selective channels, the method is able to significantly suppress ISI and intercarrier interference (ICI) using conventional equalizers, such as a minimum mean squared error (MMSE) equalizer [55, 56] . However, for channel estimation or in the case of MIMO transmissions, imaginary interference has a more significant impact and requires a special treatment [57] . 
MIMO Transmissions
The Vienna 5G LL Simulator supports arbitrary antenna configurations and various MIMO transmission modes. Not only may the number of transmit and receive antennas be set to any value, also this parameter is individually adjustable for each node. The behavior of the MIMO transmitter and receiver is selected via the transmission mode. Currently the available options are transmit diversity, open loop spatial multiplexing (OLSM), closed loop spatial multiplexing (CLSM) and a custom transmission mode that is freely configurable. The transmit diversity mode leads to a standardized version of Alamouti's space-time codes [31] . OLSM and CLSM both are LTE standard compliant MIMO transmission modes, where link adaptation is performed according to Section 4.4. The additional custom transmission mode allows a flexible setting of parameters. For this configuration, the number of active spatial streams, the precoding matrix as well as the MIMO receiver are freely selectable. Currently zero forcing, MMSE, sphere decoding and maximum likelihood (ML) MIMO detectors are implemented.
Feedback
To adapt the transmission parameters to the current channel conditions, CSI at the transmitter is required. Since up-and downlink are implemented for frequencydivision duplexing mode, the reciprocity of the channel cannot be exploited. For non-reciprocal channels, the receiver has to estimate the channel and then feed back the CSI to the transmitter. To reduce the overhead, the fed back CSI is quantized. The feedback calculation is an intelligent way of quantizing the CSI, it comprises the precoding matrix indicator (PMI), rank indicator (RI) and channel quality indicator (CQI). By the CQI feedback the transmitter selects one of 15 MCSs. By the PMI the transmitter selects a precoding matrix from a codebook and the RI informs the transmitter about the number of active transmission layers. The algorithm for calculation of the feedback parameters is based on [58, 59] . To reduce the complexity, the feedback calculation is decomposed into two separate steps. In the first step the optimum PMI and RI are jointly evaluated, maximizing the sum mutual information over all scheduled subcarriers. In the second step we choose the CQI with the largest rate that achieves a block error ratio below a certain threshold. The CQI value is found by mapping the post equalization signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) of all scheduled subcarriers to an equivalent AWGN channel SNR. Fig. 5 shows a flowchart describing the feedback process. The feedback channel is modeled as simple delay, which is implemented by means of a FIFO buffer of corresponding size; hence, we do not consider transmission errors in the feedback path, only the processing delay. For a feedback delay of n > 0, the estimated channel is used at the receiver for the feedback calculation. The calculated feedback is then fed into the FIFO buffer. For the first n transmissions, all three feedback parameters are set to the default value 1. The delay has to be sufficiently smaller than the coherence time to ensure similar channel conditions. The feedback calculation is placed after the generation of the channel and before the transmission. This enables simulations with instantaneous (zero delay) feedback as the newly generated channel is immediately available for the feedback calculation.
For the CLSM and OLSM transmission modes, the feedback is configured automatically, whereas for the custom transmission mode the feedback is configured manually in the scenario file. For all three transmission modes, the feedback delay and the type of averaging within the SINR mapping have to be set in the scenario file.
Channel Models
As the aim of LL simulation is acquisition of the average link performance, many random channel realizations are necessary per scenario. There exists no network geometry and therefore no path-loss model. A link's path-loss is an input parameter, determining the user's average SINR. Therefore, the channel model only includes small scale fading effects while its average power is dictated by the given path-loss.
The use of a universal spatial channel model, such as the QUADRIGA model [28] or the 3GPP 3D channel model [60, 61] , is of limited benefit due to the lack of geometry. We offer frequency selective and time selective fading channel models. The frequency selectivity is implemented as tapped delay line (TDL) model. Currently we offer implementations for to Pedestrian A, Pedestrian B, Vehicular A [62] , TDL-A to TDL-C [63] , Extended Pedestrian A and Extended Vehicular A [64] . To model the channel's time selectivity, the fading taps change over time to fit a certain Doppler spectrum. A Jake's as well as an uniform Doppler spectrum are currently implemented. Jake's model also supports time-correlated fading across frames according to a model from [65] with a modification from the appendix of [66] . For time-invariant channels, the twowave with diffuse power (TWDP) fading model [67] is employed, which is a generalization of the Rayleigh and Rician fading models. In contrast to the Rayleigh fading model, where only diffuse components are consid-ered, and the Rician fading model, where a single specular component is added, two specular components together with multiple diffuse components are considered in the TWDP fading model. The two key parameters for this model are K and ∆. Similar to the Rician fading model, the parameter K represents the power ratio between the specular and diffuse components. The parameter ∆ is related to the ratio between peak and average specular power and thus describes the power relationship between the two specular components. By proper choice of K and ∆, the TWDP fading model is able to characterize small scale fading for a wide range of propagation conditions, from no fading to hyper-Rayleigh fading. Tab. 4 shows typical parameter combinations and their corresponding fading statistic. In contrast to classical models, the TWDP fading model allows for destructive interference between two dominant specular components. This enables for a possible worse than Rayleigh fading behavior, depending on the fading model parameters.
Spatial correlation of MIMO channels is implemented via a Kronecker correlation model with correlation matrices as described in [68] . 
Flexible Numerology
In this section, an example simulation scenario, demonstrating the concept of flexible numerology, is presented. As previously emphasized, one of the key advantages of our simulator compared to other simulators is the support of flexible numerology. According to 3GPP, there are three 5G use case families: uRLLC, mMTC and eMBB. In order to meet different requirements of a specific use case, 3GPP proposes a flexible PHY design in terms of numerology. Flexible numerology refers to the parametrization of the multicarrier scheme. It means that we are flexible to choose different subcarrier spacing and thus symbol and CP duration according to the desired latency, coverage or carrier frequency. On the other hand, the right choice of subcarrier spacing has to depend also on the channel conditions. We investigate the impact of different channel conditions for different numerologies in [69] . Additionally, in [69] we apply the optimal pilot pattern obtained accounting not only for the channel conditions, but also for the channel estimation error as a consequence of imperfect channel knowledge. In this section we assume perfect channel knowledge and investigate the sensitivity of different numerologies w.r.t. the delay and Doppler spread of the channel. The parameters used for the simulations shown in Fig. 6 are given in Tab. 5. According to 3GPP, subcarrier spacings for 5G are scaled versions of the basic 15 kHz subcarrier spacing by a factor 2 k , where k is an integer, in the range from 0 up to 5 [32] . In this simulation example we take three values for subcarrier spacings -15 kHz, 60 kHz and 120 kHz. We keep the same bandwidth of 5.76 MHz using different subcarrier spacings, and vary the number of subcarriers and symbols proportionally. We employ the TDL-A channel model with two different root mean squared (rms) delay spreads of τ = 45 ns and τ = 250 ns [63] . The channel's time selectivity is determined according to Jake's Doppler spectrum where the maximum Doppler frequency is given by the user's velocity. In Fig. 6 we show the behavior of the BER versus user velocity, using the frequency 34×15� � kHz 60kHz guard 17×30� � kHz time one frame user 1 user 2 Figure 7 Schedule of the multi-link simulation scenario. The two scheduled users are not orthogonal as they employ different numerologies.
5.9
GHz carrier frequency, which is typical for the vehicular communication scenarios. We want to show the impact of the Doppler shift and different channel delay spread on the different subcarrier spacings. In general, we observe that the BER increases with user velocity due to growing ICI. In case of the short rms delay spread, the transmission achieves a lower BER compared to larger subcarrier spacings, since the large subcarrier spacing is more robust to ICI and also the CP length is sufficient compared to the maximum channel delay spread. On the other hand, with the long rms delay spread channels, ISI is present with large subcarrier spacings due to insufficient CP length. In Fig. 6 ISI is already pronounced with 60 kHz. For 120 kHz, ISI dominates over ICI for the entire range of considered user velocities; hence, the BER curve is flat.
Multi-link Simulations
To demonstrate the capability of simulations employing multiple communication links of our simulator, we show a further example simulation in this section. Different users were inherently orthogonal due to the deployment of OFDM in LTE. Due to the concept of mixed numerologies in 5G or the employment of non-orthogonal waveforms in future mobile communications systems, users are not necessarily orthogonal anymore. As our simulator allows multiple communication links, it enables investigation of scenarios where users interfere with each other. To demonstrate this feature, we consider an uplink transmission of two users with mixed numerology. User 1 employs a subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz while User 2 employs 30 kHz which makes them nonorthogonal. The users are scheduled next to each other in frequency as shown in Fig. 7 . The guard band of 60 kHz is intended to reduce the IUI at the price of spectral efficiency. We consider User 1 as the primary user that suffers from interference generated by User 2. The BS's receiver is not interference aware.
We simulate User 1's throughput for different waveforms, namely OFDM, f-OFDM and FBMC with simulation parameters summarized in Tab. 6. User 1's transmit power is 30 dBm and its path loss is chosen such that it has a high SNR of approximately 40 dB. Results for a sweep over the interfering User 2's transmit power are shown in Fig. 8 . We observe that OFDM leads to the highest impact of interference as it has the highest OOB emissions of the three compared waveforms. When OFDM is employed, the throughput of User 1 is already decreasing significantly for a transmit power of 30 dBm of the interfering User 2. For f-OFDM, the impact of interference is also severe, however, due to the filtering and the reduced OOB emissions the drop in throughput occurs only at higher transmit powers of User 2 compared to OFDM. If both users utilize FBMC, then OOB emissions decrease rapidly such that the 60 kHz guard band is sufficient to mitigate IUI. Further, we observe that FBMC leads to a higher spectral efficiency compared to OFDM and f-OFDM as it deploys no CP. The transmit power values of User 2 are swept up to very high values in this simulation. Please note, that this models a situation where the interfering user is close to the BS. 
Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
Massive connectivity and low latency operation are one of the main drivers for future communications systems. One promising solution addressing these requirements is NOMA [14] . It allows multiple users to share the same orthogonal resources in a nonorthogonal manner. This increases the number of concurrent users and allows them to transmit more often. Currently, the simulator supports a downlink version based on the 3GPP multi-user superposition transmission (MUST) item [70] , with more schemes planned for future releases of the simulator. MUST allows the BS to transmit to two users using the same frequency, time, and space by superimposing them in the powerdomain. One of those users has good channel conditions (Nearuser), while the other one has bad channel conditions (Faruser), such as a cell-edge user. The standard defines three power-ratios that control how much power is allocated to each user. In either case, the Faruser gets most of the power in order to help it overcome its harsh conditions. At the receiver side, the interference from the high power user is mitigated by means of successive interfernce cancellation, or by directly applying ML detection on the superimposed composite constellation. The remainder of this section is dedicated to an example scenario, introducing the concept of NOMA support within our simulator. In order to demonstrate the gain provided by the 3GPP MUST scheme, we set up the following scenario: two cells, one operating with orthogonal multiple access (OMA), and the other one with NOMA based on MUST. In each cell, the BS splits the bandwidth equally across two strong users; however, since the second BS supports MUST, it can superimpose those two strong users with additional two weak (cell-edge) users, thus providing a cell overloading of 200%. Fig. 9 illustrates the scheduling of the users in the two cells. Notice how the two additional users in the NOMA case occupy the same resources as the main ones, but have a much higher allocated power. The notion of strong and weak users is achieved by choosing an appropriate path-loss for each user's link. Tab. 7 summarizes the simulation parameters for this scenario.
In Fig. 10 , the downlink sum-throughput for both the OMA and NOMA cells versus the transmit power of the BSs is plotted. When the transmit power of the BS is low, we observe that MUST is not beneficial, as the interference between the superimposed users has a substantial impact on the performance. However, once User schedule for the OMA case.
User schedule for the NOMA case. Figure 9 User assignment for the NOMA simulation scenario. the transmit power is sufficiently high, the receiver can carry out the interference suppression more effectively, leading to a considerable gain in the throughput. An improvement of approximately 20% is observed at the transmit power of 15 dBm. This corresponds to the SNRs of 51.6 dB and 41.6 dB for the strong users, and 21.6 dB and 16.6 dB for the weak ones. The SNR here is with respect to the total superimposed received signal. We conclude that, in general, MUST allows the BS to support more users in the downlink, and this, combined with a sufficiently high transmit power, leads to an improved spectral efficiency. Figure 10 Simulation results of the NOMA simulation example. We show the downlink sum-throughput of the OMA and NOMA cells versus the transmit power of the BSs.
Conclusion
For the evolution of mobile communications from LTE to 5G and beyond, an LL simulation is an important tool, enabling research and development of advanced PHY methods. In this contribution, we introduce the Vienna 5G LL Simulator, which is freely available for researchers to support research and enhance reproducibility. We give a general overview of the Vienna 5G LL Simulator, while further supporting documents and details are available at [2] . Further, to outline the overall functionality, examples for specific features are provided, which are included in the simulators download package for increased reproducibility. Our simulator supports standard compliant simulation scenarios and parameter settings, according to current communication specifications such as LTE or 5G NR. Further, versatile functionality in terms of PHY procedures and methods also allows simulation and investigation of potential candidate PHY schemes beyond 5G. The flexible and modular implementation additionally allows for easy augmentation of the simulator, e.g., implementation of additional features, making it a valuable tool for mobile communications research.
